Notes February 6 (1)

- HW #3 is up: four Questions + one 0.5 point EC Question.
  - HW #2 is being graded.
- MT scores posted in Gradescope; regrade window = 72 hrs
  - 4 scores of 40, 11 scores of 39+, 27 scores of 36+
  - Piazza @503 and @517

- Next “paradigms”: Greed (MST) (this week), Dynamic Programming (Weeks 6, 7)
Notes February 6 (1)

- **PA #1**
  - Emails with details of testcase outcomes sent individually by Nathan
  - All tests used in grading have been online
  - Piazza @517

- **PA #2:** two extra days → due Sunday 11:59PM
  - Rationale: It’s MT season…
  - PA #3 will still have 13-14 day lead time
  - Dijkstra → Prim-Dijkstra: see Slide 33 of January 25 Lecture 6 tablet

- **PA in general**
  - Please do not leave the PA until the last minute
  - “Be your own adversary” (corner cases, testing)
  - Make sure that project compiles on ieng6
  - Reminder: cloning or otherwise making public any aspect of the assignment or your solution is an A.I. violation (you know this from many previous courses)